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BY E. VARGA

The Development of European Economics.
In contrast to the high American trade pros

perity, the economic situation in Europe has, on a 
whole, become worse rather than better in the course 
of 1923. Am improvement of the economic condi
tion has taken place in the neutral countries, on a 
small scale in France and Italy and, in the last quar. 
ter, the first signs of a better conjuncture are show
ing themselves in England.

But this improvement in the economic situation of 
the surrounding states has been bought at the price 
of the almost complete cessation of business with Ger
many. The occupation of the Ruhr destroyed the 
production of this district which is the most highly 
industrialized in the whole world, and the ending 
of passive resistance has, up to the present, altered 
nothing. As a result of the violent change in the 
fixing of prices, the stagnation has extended over 
the whole of Germany. At the end of the year there 
was about 3% million unemployed in the whole of 
Germany, including the occupied territory an<L£ev- 
eral million more on short time. One does not need 
to be much of a prophet to forsee that at the moment 
when the Ruhr and the whole of ffwfinanv begin to 
produce again, the state of the markets m the sur
rounding states, France, England, Italy and Czecho
slovakia will once more become very bad.

The fundamental problem for western Europe con
sists in the question of liquidating the over-indus
trialization which proceeded during the war period. 
To reduce it to rough terms, it means that there are 
one hundred blast furnaces too many in Europe. Or 
to express it in another way. Is it possible for the 
industrial states of Europe : England, Germany, 
France (since the end of the war), Belgium, and 
Czecko-Slovakia to feed their populations by the ex
port of manufactured articles and the import of food 
and raw materials! The decision of this question 
depends upon the ability of the world market to ab
sorb industrial products. As, however, a great in
dustrialization took place during and after the war 
in the younger capitalist lands, and especially in the 
British colonies, and as China, which appears to be 
the only land which is suited to the extension of cap
italist production, cannot be colonized for the time 
being owing to political reasons, while, In addition, 
Soviet Russia is no longer accessible for capitalist 
expansion in the old style, there exists little pros
pect that the economic situation of Western Europe 
can be regenerated upon the pre-war basis, 
feeling of this impossibility shows itself before all in 
the economic and political chaos in England.

The English Problem.

HE economic year 1923, the fifth since the 
end of the world war, has not brought with 
it the expected consolidation of Capitalism 

on a world wide scale. Neither has the crisis of 
Capitalism been overcome in this year. During the 
year, it has also become very apparent that at pres-i 
ont there exists no uniform capitalist world econ
omy, with a uniform conjuncture and with the alter
nation of boom and depression which is so character
istic of the capitalist system. While the first half 
of the year witnessed a boom of great intensity in 
the United States, the economic life of Europe, with 
minor fluctuations in the individual countries, re
mained constantly in a state of crisis and depression. 
This is perhaps best indicated by the fact that the 
sum total of unemployed in Europe at the end of 1923 
was greater than at the end of 1922. This separa-v 
tion of world economy into various parts, each of 
which js passing through, its own course of dev el-4 
cpment, makes it impossible to present a unified 
picture of the economic situation of the whole world.- 
It is necessary to cqpsider each division separately.

was a matter of decisive importance for the fate of 
the old centre of the world capitalist system—for 
Europe, whether the boom in the United States would 
exercise its influence upon the stagnating business 
of Europe in such a manner that a trade revival 
would also come to Europe. To express it in an-> 
other way: Is the trade boom of America capable of 
spreading to Europe and resulting in a trade revival 
for the whole capitalist world ! This question which 
could not be answered six months ago, now appears 
to permit of a negative answer. The crisis in Eur
ope is like nearly every crisis in capitalism, a ques
tion of markets.

The American trade boom could only have suc
ceeded in stimulating Western Europe if the adverse 
balance of trade for the United States were a per
manent thing, that is if the United States, for a long 
period, had bought more from the world market 
than it sold. The increased importation of the 
United States consisted only for a very small part 
of the products of European industry (iron, build
ing material) and consisted for the most part of raw 

, materials which were bought in other parts of the 
world. But the increased purchase of raw mater
ials in these countries and the decreased export of 
the products of American industry, if it had lasted 
some time, would have enabled European industry, 
which is suffering from lack of markets, to have 
placed its products on these marKets. With the 
change " in American foreign trade this possibility 
disappears. Thus Europe finds itself in the same 
economic situation as it was in before the boom in 
America. The paths of American and European 
capitalism seem to have diverged for a long time to 
come.
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In the entire picture of the capitalist world, there 
stands out with special prominence, owing to its 
special development, America ; by which we think 
particularly of the United States and of Canada. 
The South American States present in many respects 
p somewhat different picture. As we have already 
mentioned (•) the economic situation in the United- 
States experienced a big trade boom in the first half 
of 1928. This boom culminated about April and 
May. At that time the production reached a level 
which was about 25% higher than the best of the 
past years. In the middle of the year the boom

The United States continue to draw not only 
goods, but actual gold in large amounts in return

subsided, without it coming to a crisis. Production 
and the whole economic life of the United States 
and Canada continue on a fairly good level, without) for its surplus exports, and for the interest upon its 
so far showing any clear signs of an approaching capital which is invested in other parts of the world, 
criais. We do not wish to say that this crisis will In the last eleven months of the current year the

United States had an effective surplus import of 261-mi not poon arise. In accordance with the general ex
perience of capitalist production, this should be the million dollars in gold. The amount of gold in pos- 
ease in the not distant future, but so far as we can session of the Treasury Department and the state

controlled note banks increased from 3,473 millionobserve,- there are no objective visible signs at
present. dollars on December 1st, 1922, to 3,771 million dol

lars on December 1st, 1923. The total amount of 
gold present in the United States now is estimated 
at 4,168 million dollars which is an increase of 120% 
since the beginning of the war. The United States 
now possgsses already one half of the gold in the 
world which is estimated at about 8,500 million dol
lars.

Of special interest is the fact that this boom in 
America is based entirely upon the demands of the 

. home market. Of special significance, in this respect 
is the fact that the foreign trade of the United 
States, in the period when the boom was at its 
height, that is the months of March, April, May and 
June, had a surplus of imports which is very excep
tional in the history of the. United States. With the
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■t The export of gold which was announced by 
Hoover for the year 1923 did not take place. The

-
The question of the fate of Western Europe : 

whether it can re-establish itself upon the pre-war 
basis, confronts England the most sharply, for it is 
the country which had developed the furthest in this 
direction. The economic and political events of the 
last three months in England demonstrate most

a decline of the trade boom this changed, and from 
July on, America shows once more an active balance question arises : what chance is there at all of the 
of trade resulting from a large reduction in imports European capitalist states returning to a gold cur- 
and a small increase in exports. This points clearly rency ^ *be -United States continues on the same 
to the fact that, precisely on account of the end of sca^e to suck up gold out of the whole world and to

concentrate it in its own hands. If the same pro-

S-*
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the boom within the country, it became necessary to 
purchase less abroad and to hell a larger amount to 
foreign countries.

:*■ clearly the embarrassment of the English bour- -Hcess continues for another twenty years the remain
der of the world will be absolutely stripped of its geoisie, who are usually so clear in their views and 
gold reserves. The fact of the piling up of the half conscious of their aims. All possible economic and 
of the gold supply of the world in the United States political tendencies cross each other. One group 
is symbolical of the transfer of the centre of gravity favored the creation of an independent British world 

As we have already stated in a former article, it of the world capitalist system to the United States, empire, which would bind the colonies and the moth-
whicb has already come about.

1 *rl
The Connection with the European Economic 

Situation.> /
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(Continued on page *>(•) See Clarion January X 1M4.
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A SCHOOL TEACHER’S POINT OF VIEW. mentioned above. If~ * - - -z::“ œa
youthful days were fortunate heirs to conditions with others appeared at school in a change of clothes 

, fraught with refining influences, we-should find this in les8 than an hour. In many districts the local
lfh education of the people is not only a work P°mt particularly emphasised in the analysis 0f '608siPa would find material in such an episode suffi 
ol art, but it is the greatest work of art in those forces that had so much to do in making them cient to satisfy the desires of an epic poet but here 
the world, since on it the development of what they were: and if in connection with this we lhe Question of tardiness alone was considered 

other k.nds of art depends. Education should there- enquired how far our system of education goee to- worthy of notice. The brothers of this girl think 
e have -n it a centre of vision—a particular fea- wards bringing about a similar result in the or- 88 Uttle of diving twenty feet under wate/ as they 

ure or x hich all minds could be concentrated, such dinary citizen we could answer truly that its effects woald of eating breakfast: no wonder the perform 
as an attempt to develop the best average type of on humanity in general are bound to be meagre in ers of rach Pischine exploits are distinguished bv 
citizen, meaning by the best average type of citizen proportion, in the first place, to the indifference to the name of “Finns.” 1
one who, by reason of his knowledge of his rela- the law of economic determinism that is character- Another rnnntrv „■ i u „
tionship to society and to the world at large gleaned istic of historical textbooks, and secondly in proper water succeeded ° 18 in the
from the view-point of economic determinism ought tion to the inequality of opportunity to take advan the Art n ,d m wmning one of the first prizes m 
«o be able (with others of his class similarly endow- tage of the higher imtiLTons oH arninl thaï I last Ti n °f ^ VanC0uver Exhibit,on of 
-d, regulate the policies hi, repceot.tir,, i„ aeteri,,, ,h, LdZ^The ^f '"Y"" 

parliament so that they might, compatibly with the ciety, an inequality that may not be noticed bv manv tions of ser o- by excellent produc-
development that automatically takes place in in- people, but that becomes obvious on analysing the songs that literalîÿ'-Îro ht j318”0 T*0,! ” ^ 
dustry and machinery, bring about the best condi- effect of environment on the great maioritv of the theft.ll met h i h°nSe “
tions, 6rst for the continued instead of the intermit- youth of Canada today. ' 7 metaphoncal meaning of that

tent operation of the world’s machinery, and 
ondly for the setting free, in the interests of human
ity, the most tremendous

a

BY F. W. MOORE.
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term, and in
spired many of tlje audience (amongst whom were

whole, since, in looking strangers from boats ih the bay); to declare in quite 
for opportunities to improve our condition, we have 8 8P°ntaneous manner that: they had ‘‘often seen 
lived in the East, Centre and West of this great Do- Worse on 1116 stage.”
mimon. moreover the complaints appearing in the The great majority are as intellectual and cap- 
interprovmcial press, from time to time, would lead able at the end of the common school course as any 
one o imagine that the evils which we shall presently other children of the same standing anywhere. They 

uss m connection with British Columbia have a are equally fitted to advance along the higher paths 
hôw ’ . J" m,ternati0nal vo^e- *5 shall of learning. We know of one school of forty pupils
alvsiTto condv Dg.of environment confine our an- and eight classes, than which none contains a great- 
but to unTrtt T•? thevroymCe JU8t mentioned: er proportional supply 0f splendid brain-power, but 
,f Le sonlt t ,mPOrt W0Uld ^ ^ t0 relate-like the unused water-power that

♦ - o examine its effect without knowing might be had from the Falls of Niagara it must ro
Wth8-1^0 6 8Tlbi!eCt aCted nPon : and the sub- to waste from lack of opportunity. One might eay

71- °yS- 8nd SnrlS’ 8 enrsory introduction to that we have universities and high schools open to 
em at this point will no doubt be excusable. They all, yet shutting them off from public use, i. an in- 

. as we all know, the children of loggers and pro- visible closed door, like the glass that allows the 
essional fishermen who follow farming as an avo- % to see the outside world, but incidentally de- 
a mn. an w o are in no way fundamentally in- stroys any chance he might have of finding hi 
prior pi er physicallv or mentally to those of any through the window.

other class of society in the land. No small percent- . The key to that door, apart from the possession 
of these exeel ,n various kinds of achievement : of wealth, is the desire to open it, and probably most 

is oniv a little while ago since several members people will admit that that desire is born of envir
on their way to school in a boat, got onment. If they claim it irthe result of heredity, 
deep water, when even the youngest reply that heredity itself is the result 6f envir- 5

sec- We mention Canada
1as a

power on earth, 
strong minds, the cunning hands and cultured 
brains, referred to by Whittier, the very thought 
of which implies potential ability in productive ef
fort in science, art, literature, discovery and in
vention, to which our present attempts in that line 
are but as a drop in the ocean—that potential abil
ity, the dormancy of which was so eloquently mourn
ed by Gray in his ‘‘Elegy in a Country Churchyard. ” 

It is the liberation of these forces that 
tienlarly refer to in the use of the term 
tion”; but we might add that the setting of them 
free, lies not so much in the lack of ability to ap
preciate life on a higher plane as many people sup
pose, bnt rather the woeful lack (amongst the poor- 
ei classes) of those cultural influences that 
greater or less extent pervade the environing at
mosphere of more fortunate people, and that ferm 
the very quintessence of those factors that go to 
create a taste for intellectual self-development, such 
as would inspire men with ambition, to seek 
as possible that materialisation of the conditions
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AN ECONOMIC SURVEY. English kgriculture, and Malthusianism; which! 

it has already abandoned the struggle for the 
(Continued from page one) winning back of England’s old position in the world

er country into a unified economic territory by mean#- market, 
of preferential tariffs. The carrying out of this idea Thus we see a complete chaos in England’s econ- 
v.-ould have led to the high duty upon food imported omic policy and, as a probable consequence, a fur- 
mto England, because only in this way would it have ther independence of the English colonies 
been possible to grant the colonies

that French heavy industry wishes to attain its mar
ket by a long and systematic restriction of the export 
from the Ruhr, that is, by an externally enforced, 
limitation of production of the industry of the Ruhr. 
Instead of finding consumers for the increased pro-i 
ductive powers by the extension of the capitalist 
markets, it is sought to throttle competition by pol4 
itical measures and to restore the balance by reduc
tion of production. Thus we see the scarcely con-i 
sealed effort of the French capitalists to sabotage 
still further the production of the Ruhr, to keep it 
within bounds which correspond with French ‘‘na-t 
tion* interests. ”

3f means !
j

%
from the

preference mother country, which is the very opposite develop, 
that which is desired by the English imper-

a
worth considering, 
broke down upon the resistance of the British

The realization of this plan ment to 
islists. rcon

sumers who, at the elections, rejected the moderate 
tariffs which had been decided upon at the Empire 
conference upon some articles, and thereby rejected ^ ranee finds herself in a similar situation to Eng- 
the whole conception of a self-contained British Em- *and- with the difference that her agrarian basis is

extended and healthier, but on the other hand 
The second group, which is chiefly represented the posltl011 of 1116 8tate finances is incomparably 

by the large English industry, wishes to restore the " 0,^e' occupation of the Ruhr territory has
brought little alteration in the fundamental

L’ mFrance and the Reparations Queetion.
■53

’
The occupation of the Ruhr has ended in this 

way with a temporary political victory but not with 
an economic strengthening of France. The rapid 
depreciation of the French franc in the past few 
weeks is proof enough for that. This depreciation 
fs still proceeding. If, however, confidence is 
shaken, the depreciation can easily reach the 
dimensions as in Germany. The continually sharp: 
ening antagonism betwen France and England will 
also render futile the conferences of experts which 
began early in 1924. France, who is being badly 
hit by the depreciation of the franc, will still en
deavour to make good the loss at the expense of 
Germany. With the disappearance of the hope# of 
an international loan, the stabilization of the mark 
will also fall to the ground. The chaos in Europe 
will become still greater and will drift with all 
speed towards

rpire. more
■ I,

competitive power of English industry in the world 
market by means of a policy of inflation. As a mat
ter of fact, a not insignificant depreciation of the I,0ssessi0n of the Ruhr assures the French heavy in, 
pound has actually taken place in the last few ,iustry the necessary supply of coal and coke, but

the other hand the question arises 
France will find the market for the full production 
of the French and Ruhr heavy industry. The natur-l 
al market for the Ruhr industry is unoccupied Ger
many. France cannot therefore cut off the Ruhr in
dustrially from Germany, as in that case French, 
heavy industry would be destroyed by the competi-i 
tion of the Ruhr. All the fine plans for the partici
pation of French capital in Germany will, in the 
event of their being carried out, not alter the com-' 
mon problem of English, French, and German heavy1, 
industry, i.e., the lack of markets.

ques
tions of French economics. On the one hand the > -

£once>
sameOTT

O Imonths.
A third group represented by the commercial in

terests and the Labor Party, holds that it is still pos
sible to ensure tho food supply of England by the 
export of industrial articles, if peaceful economic 
conditions once more reign in Europe itself, 
the restoration of a normal capitalism is possible, 
has so far only be>en announced in quite general 
phrases.

A fourth group has finally accepted the 
quenees of the derangement of the world capitalist 
system and advocates emigration, development of

as to where
1

How

!
solution through The pros

pects of the restoration of “normal” capitalism in 
Europe in the year 1924 are of the remotest.

war.conse-
i It is specially 

characteristic for the present decay of Capitalism1
—“Inprecorr.”

Environment and Educationt

■, •*
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onment. It only remama therefore to consider some man to make this earth a-heaven or a hell: therexore 
of the circumstances that go to make np the environ- tne causation ot tne woman-dma m 01 momentous 
ment of an ordinary thirteen-year-old boy or girl of importance, 
today. We choose that age as belonging to the

We are going to want the earth.
And take as much as we can hold.
We are going to wear great piles of stuff 
Outside our proper skins.
We are going to have diseases and 
Accomplishments and sins;
Cried all before such things can be 
You idiotic child :

YOU MUST ALTER HUMAN NATURE 
And they all sat back and smiled 
It was a clinching argument 
To the Neolithic mind.”

t?1.
?

it is also quite possible that in some ways she 
critical period when the germs of desire for a higher might be more useiul than men '

YVe take it tor
education ought to be fully developed, but in no granted that St Paul knew the power of her tongue 
country place—and we doubt very much if the same when he said that he would rather live on the nouse- 
cannot be said of most urban districts—does the en- top than under the roof with a brawling woman, 
vironment embody conditions of affinity by -means of What a weapon for good or ill that tongue might be 
which this germ of desire might be more fully de- if directed by a cultured brain! What an instrument

to it might become in heralding the gospel of the 
be the ease. There is absolutely no attempt made to brotherhood of man ! Too bad, the girls have 
furnish that kind of social service that would sup- better chance ! and in this lamentation we might in- 
ply the rising generation with the

1
a

-YT-

r-
veloped .on the contrary quite the opposite seems

not a

Development of 
Society

p of pleas- elude the boys, who are equally unfortunate in theirmeans
arable self-improvement. There is no community- surroundings, 
house where children and parents might foregather 
in the long winter evenings to engage in amuse
ments according to their respective ages, or to take 
part in social functions which might ne at the same 
time interesting and enlightening, while to the child
ren there would accrue that special advantage of 
being able to enjoy their games, and still remain in 
close proximity to that responsible supervision that 
is so necessary to a desirable development.

W e taught at one school where every boy in the 
country smoked and chewed except the children of 
the parents who informed us on the others, and as 
each set did this in turn, the situation took

« HE diligent student of Socialism and the 
labor movement, is by no means bewildered 
because of the social chaos in which the worldTP on a

serio-comic aspect, but although our conventional 
conscience impelled us to punish a. culprit

$ finds itself today. Neither docs he feel altogether 
-, ,, , disheartened on account of the collapse of the so-

gui t i on not e gainsaid, jet there always called socialist movement. Marxian economies clear- 
remained the doubt that if we ourselves, in the ro
mantic days of early youth,

r;
or two j

1A l.v emphasizes that the capitalist system will only
w , - . , . . were wandering around disappear with the abolition of private ownership
Here the boys, who naturally enjoy contests, ™ qu.xotie fashion in quest of adventure, and had in the means cf production. Tin, proclaims the nec-

might learn by example of the powerful weapon eon- no other means of satisfying our ambition, we might essity for industrial revolution
eealed in the proper use of English : nere the girls succumb to the temptation of trying conclusions
might be led to suspect that music anl eloquence with Master Nicotine when presented in cigarette
would add far more to their attractiveness than form by youths who might have appeared, from 
mere ability to do what every grass-hopper
jump around in a ball-room : for be it known that ious manhood. It would matter not to

■j

The basis of capit
alism is private ownership, consequently the basis of 
socialism, its antithesis, can only be social 
ship; as can readily be seen one excludes the other.

owner-
our

do— ver-v juvenile view point, the incarnation of glor-can Industrial revolution can therefore project only 
us that they* demand, namely, the socialization of industry and 

the only available social function by means of which «ere Third-act adventurers on the world’s stage— ali the agencies of production. Such a demand" how- 
the children ean get away from the eternal round adventurers “full of strange oaths’’ yet not “beard- ever, is not only in accord with the tendencies and 
of the monotony of home experiences is the dance: td like the pard’’ provided they could, like the Brit- dictates of social evolution but also voices, at the 
that is, they are solely dependent for recreation at Columbia youth, shoot flies with tobacco juice same time, the special class interests of the prole- 
the tender age of twelve or thirteen on those pleas- or circulate cigarette smoke through lungs and nos- tariat and-can therefore only emanate from that 

mostly associated with the maturity of the trds preparatory to an exhibition of ring-making social layer, 
adult: nor indeed could we conspire to deprive them that to the small boy appears a great work of art. 
of this one oasis in the pleasureless desert of their YVe are afraid that under these circumstances

one

i. ores

In gentile society production was a communal 
onr function carried on for the benefit of all ; political 

social experiences. We are not decrying dancing in untutored mind which according to the law of societv was incompatible with the tribal method of 
itself ; nevertheless a person must be stupid indeed biogenesis was still joyfully savage, would per- doing things, therefore the latter had to g.ve wav 
Who is unable to realize the abiding effect on the ceive in these acts indications of a splendidly devel-t and the political state arose upon the ruins of tribal 
education of a pupil whose attention is chronically oped manhood, that would make the temptation to society. Changing economic interests made neces- 
diverted from her studies by frequent opportunities follow the example of its possessor ten times more sary the change from tribal to political society, 
to glide around publicly in terpsiehorean triumphs seductive, 
of fancy draperies—opportunities in themselves of

;
Political society was first formally established in 

ancient Greece in the year 594 B.C., and e.gkieen 
years later the same thing happened in Rome unaer 
the leadership of Servi us Tullius. The state trom. 
the first was an instrument of oppression ana repies- 
sion. The enslavement of a people oy K me was 
made possible only by the superior anq we.l oi pai.- 
ized resources and the discipkned aimy of the con
querors. The economic foundation of Rome was pre- 

were heirs to a better environ- dieated on organized slavery, and even the . lass.c
ment? Yet we may safely assert that there exists period of letters and art in Greece and Rome, that
amongst the children of the poor every factor that period of splendour, was reared upon the ba ks ti 

We ask how the brain could have any oppor- 8066 to make a delightful humanity. In them is the bent and toiling slaves,
tunity to develop when metaphorically speaking, historical germ of justice and equity that, if fed on

we might well ask what chance these boys had 
" sufficiently harmless nature but by virtue of fre- to develop a taste to make use of the higher insti- 
qnent repetition having a tendency to divert the tutions of learning : these boys, whose play ground 

nd frem any nas ent desire for a higher culture was the king’s highway and whose sources of infor-
t’ at m ght under a different environment have a rnation and inspiration emanated from hobblede-
rhance of developing into a purpose, finally frueti- hoys whose inexperience of the world had not yet 
fying into an accomplished fact. How could a girl's taught them to take life seriously. What chance of 
brain develop normally under such circumstancesÎ success had such boys in comparison with the for

tunate ones thatWe are referring to no particular girls; the condi
tion is gérerai and the victims of such circum
stances are widespread.

Slavery eventually gave way because another m- 
eeonomic determinism, would in one generation be stitution proved itself more in harmony with soe.al 
the means of stamping war from the face of the evolution and progress. In Feudalism or the age ot 
earth. This colossal benefit would accrue automa- serfdom we note the unlinlited pow er of social on-

; the prepondenng thought incidental to the pleasures 
of the “two-step,” like the cuckoo Usurper in the 
sparrows nest, must oust the legitimate occupant 
“Ambition” and impress on its foster-parents the 
guardianship of an offspring whose influence must 
necessarily be felt in the next and perhaps the fol
lowing generations. How can we expect, under 
these circumstances, to develop integrity in a citizen 

leaning integrity, completeness of character and 
education compatible with the necessity of being 
able to exercise political judyeal 
ferred to at the beginning ofcthis article. How 
could we expect to develop so l^apable a citizen 
from the hybridous child-woman, eating the WeH- 
sonian monster-producing food of the gods embodied 
in the modern dance-hall environment of our coast 
children? How indeed could we expect anything 
better to evolve under these conditions than an un
interesting specimen of a woman-child, whose men
tal growth was arrested at the age of fifteen and 
whose ambition in her old age is often characterized 
by an uncontrollable desire to ape the appearance of 
girlhood which she at length realizes she never ex
perienced. But why should we, mere men, trouble 
about the political future of the gentler sex ? The 
answer is simple in the extreme. Women have the 
right of the franchise. They have therefore the 
power to delay progress. They can do as much as a

ticaly on the establishment of the Industrial Govem- trol vested in the feudality. By virtue of land
ment of the world incidental to which the rivalry for ownership the feudal lord was placed in a pcs.tiin 
the advantages between "nations would vanish and where he was the arbitrator over the life. Lapp ness, 
with it the cause of all war. and the economic well-being of his serfs.

But the discovery of America in 1492 and eertan 
. other historical factors were instrumental in giving

il

Wo shall bring this article to a close by a quota--- tion in which the author uses the viewpoint of an 
intelligent neolithic man to ridicule the position of 8n impetus to economic forces which eventually re- 
the reactionary with regard to the necessity of an suited in substituting feudalism with another and 
alteration in human nature before great institution^ more progressive social system, namely. Capitalism, 
can be materialized amongst us. It will also apply The chan8e from Feudalism to Capitalism came

about not primarily because certain individuals

&
y 4 • i

in a manner re-

Ï
to those who imagine that the nature of the poor

would have it so, but because such a change wa^must be changed before their children can take ad
vantage of the higher institutions of learning whenf ma<^e imperative by changing economic conditions!

Whatever changes have been made by man through-
5
jin reality the taste for culture is implanted through 

the instrumentality of environment and has nothing1 
whatever to do with a change of nature.

Neolithic Wisdom.

¥ out the ages have been brought about as the 
result of material pressure to which man has found 
himself compelled to yield, often against liis inclin-i 
a tion.v

“To his neolithic neighbours who were startled and
surprised

Said he, "My friends in course of time 
We shall be civilised 
We are going to live in cities 
We are going to fight In wars 
We are going to eat three times a day 
Without the natural cause 
We are going to turn life upside down 
About a tiling called gold.

%Socialists maintain that the time is at hand whefi 
human intelligence, given direction by economic 
necessity must rise to mastery over property in thd 
common interest The interests of society are par-i 
amount to individual interests, and the ownership! 
of capital must be brought into a just and harmon
ious relation with social interests. The ideas of de- 

(Continued on page 8)
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vbody in public office. H has one now sitting where-» 

bjrf the pot is enabled to call the kettle black. Like-t 
wise in Newfoundland where the ex-Prime Minister 
seems to have been quite ambitious. The fault ap* 
pears to lie in restricting liberty in the equality of 
opportunity. Hence the howl of the rival parties of 
the old order and their reliance upon public judg
ment in turning the offenders out. No morality ex
ists independent of ha own stage in the development 
of society. The morality of nowadays lies in sound 
business management and the fraternity of politics 
is broken or cemented by that rule. But the danger 
lying in these perpetual investigations is that the 
people who suffer the “management” may see a 
breakdown in the machinery and set up something 
more to their own liking.

B
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More Marginal UtilityTHT POLITICAL OIL GUSHER1
:

:1 HE nation to the south of us is a great nation.
Already commanding respect in its beginning 
it has since developed great enterprise in its 

industrial and commercial life, and problems pro
portionately great in its social affairs. In 1776 re- V "JT THY economics ever was called the “dismal 
volution was a just condition because feudalism Yw science” 'I never could understand.
stood in the way of liberty and equality and the " " how, the theory is a fallacy and I am sure pin.l fh,__
new democracy sought to prescribe its own destiny,- everybody will agree that there is nothing “dismal” mg on the marri h * *8>S D°ymg ^ 8C^"
to elect its own representatives, to frame ,ts own about the science of econom.es as it m presen^ L Z T“<1 ** *C'

thW8H l° re8haPe C1Vil lnstltutlon8 and to substitute “Clarion” scribes, including myself and my friend tinuaily akatmg" ^ ° SearClty’ 118
e democratic voice in the management of public “Kid” Morgan of the University of British Colum-

affairs in place of the exclusiveness of the feudal bia, whatever our shortcomings may be in other re-
office. Thus in the new state fraternity must fol- spects. And right here I wish to state that I hold
low liberty and equality of opportunity, no room be- no grudge against the youth on account of hie crit- from
mg left for quarrels, excepting quarrels as to the ieism of my article on “Marginal Utility,” even if times
most efficient method of effecting the happiness of he did swipe a few paragraphs to give 
aU in which all might engage. And all did, while the spanking I deserved, 
conditions lasted upon which the new constitution

Tf
if By F. J. McNEY.
i

Another thing 1 forgot to mention in my last ar- 
the subject is that, according to the mar-Any- tide on

we are eon-b on the thin ice of scarcity, 
mg down to it from upstairs some place as the “law 
of diminishing utility” might make it appear, 
said law

not com-

The
is merely a kind of gravity that keeps us 

flying up in the air and paying five or six 
as much for a thing as it is worth, just as 

me the scarcity keeps us from getting it for nothing
der „ obligation ‘km T * “““ “ utility

waa built. The IradiUoa nainlaina itaalf alill and not criticiaed my article 1 would ha"‘bld no tl,“r>’ the claaa
some elements in the population appear to consider tc elaborate further on the subject, and there are a 
the principles applicable today otherwise than in the few points that I forgot to mention the first time, 
sc oolroom, as witness the constant tide of guests Furthermore, the theory has a peculiar fascination 

oodmg American jails, all in the pursuit of happi- for me and I enjoy worrying it like 
ness. The principles still obtain recognition in the old sock, 
law if not in fact

I

:

economists don’t do it. 
Kid Morgan in his article gives a fair illustration 

of how they deal with the subject. Here
of what he says:

■ is part

“The exchange vaine of a commodity cannot be greater
than it* marginal utility, because 
would pay more for

a pup with an no one—not even yoe— 
a commodity than it is -worth;e Ï nor

can the exchange value of 
the marginal utility, because this 
pie desiring additional needs 
them what they would be worth.'

.. ., .. As P- C- Pointed out in his article, “Acquiring
, H*6 ,^me îrC thC tradiU°n h“ lU U86S 8tül a Reputation,” ever since devons first stated that 

in public life. How else could the politicians in “Value depends entirely on 
Washington so confidently expect to stir

a commodity remain below
h would assume that peo 

would neglect to offer forr ■
H utility ” the theory has

. up popu- remained a “doctrine of value,” and its function
resentment against the malpractices of those in has been to furnish an excuse for refusing to ad-

, "fr °tf!ee d they Were DOt certa,n 111686 men were mit th«t labor applied to the natural resources of the 
J , ° ** thC Pe°Ple and lhat 89 eartb-produces all values. But even the disciples of

ch they held high public esteem T Even Daugh- devons themselves could see that the theory as he 
e y. Overnight, certain “citizens of substance and stated it would never hold water, so they .mprov-
mlre or 1ÎT1 ^ ” °f.CCrUin °there ed U h* puttlng 8 “scarcity” bottom in it and now
more or less so. Thus, concerning the present polit- it won’t even hold beans let alone water
leal od gusher Senator Borah says that in American IT a commodity can possess no value unless it is
publie life there has never been a situation more hu-i scarce, it would be interesting to know whether it
n °fir.dem0nlllzi,,g’ Md ®eBator Wal8h “T8 18 the scarcity of commod.t.es or the spots on the sun
public confidence so essential-is so shaken that that are the cause of industrial crises and 
the stimcturc of government rocks upon its found- ployment. We are told that the main proof of the 
ation. Even McAdoo says the situation is more dan- fact that there is a scarcity of all commLt.ee at ,11 
gerous than Bolshevism, and Daugherty asserts that times is that the great majority of the people 
justice will be done, which is quite likely. All of P P
which is bad business.

All of which is equal to saying that marginal 
utility and exchange value mean one and the same 
thing, and in that case we don’t need the term mar
ginal utility at all Further on the “Kid” tells us 
that “cost is important,” and he finally admits that 
‘‘labor produces all values.”

Now “all values”

, r

must include exchange value, 
and if labor produces all exchange value why is it 
necessary that a comodity must be scarce to possess 
exchange value f Right here is where the shoe 

unem- pinches ; the marginal utility theorists don’t and 
won t admit that “labor produces all values.” That 
is why they try to explain exchange value by the 

can- marginal utility theory.
not get all they need of the necessaries of life. In 3n conclusion, I wish to remind everybody that I

It is bad business because ordinarily government! to LTnThT ‘h I*Vfderick En*6Uha8 “ etiU “ »S=oramus looking for information, and
operates on sound business principles as now eon^ Utopian and Bcientifi ” ” PtfC ^ of “So61allam- 'nth that aun m T,6W 1 am going to aak a few qnes- 
ceived and upheld in public esteem. Represent,- is, he save: speaking of industrial eria- tiona In the first place I would like to know where
tive government is at fault, therefore, not in oper- C market is. located in which demand ia always
ating in the best interests of the organized “cap- “Means of production mP.n« „ ^ t0 ^ ,UpplT' and where goods are always
tains of industry and finance,” but in permitting its ,abor6ra- «« the elemenu of production^ * T” wiU “find pur6haaers for aU the,
minions to operate in the dark clandestinely in fa- weaUh, are present In abundance. But abundance be- g0OdaT 1,1 the second place, granting that the '
vor of one corporate interest as against another__alF COTnee the BOnrce of dUtrea* lnd want,’ because it u the fir8t proP°attion is correct, why is it necessary to
without notice. The common workina neoDle are ITT. thal preTentJ' transformation of the means withdraw goods from the market at allT 
held to suppose it to be an injustice thaFZ navy, °D 'rab,,U,ence lnto ” would «em that if demand is alw.y, equal to

oil reserve has been encroached upon, yet the navy! Judging from the above it ij 4. . Mpp,T. and that goods are always sold at a price

«• » ■ Pronto- <» of Ik. „.,i„ old L ^ . 7rL*' 2 I ZTL « f «ood^ ” th.r.Ameriou, bruid ud » nm,t« 0| itl ,„ud inler, be ... g«.ter, b^eal be u«rted th.lT „ ' *™r k >'« •• witbdi.» from th«
esta at home and of the security in which it may! dustrial crisis there is an abundance of n eVt17 n* **’ In lhe plaee- “exchange value and
make excursion abroad. The business interest» have all commodities, while I merely assumed that if ieH pr,ee are D<>t ^ be explained by reference to the 
not been last to see the principle of “self-help! were the eases according to the marginal tit th ^ UW, °f Yalne’’ what mnet we refer to in order to

W. .« .Otlob, „u,„,-Cmmdbb,», rr..l
Bn.h*f CW“b“ h“ ■<» Commimion. of it mn b, sr.«tod by rntybody, th,t Prrf h.d 

Enquiry regularly over the malpractices of some- the “Old Master”
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[■r Now there must be some “Clarion” readers and 

writers who have opinion, of their own on this nbn 
jeet, and I would like to see comment from all sides.) 
And don’t be afrsid of hurting my feelings; critie- 
«m rolls off me like water off , duck’s back; re
member, f always admit that I may be ™i«+.v-n

no ex
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Ag even if I have not.
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BY GEORGE HORWILL, B.Sc. (Econ.)
Editor's Note:—This article Is taken from “The Social- v. .

(London) Oct.-Dec. 1921 it will be seen that that the chAnoe of Christians doing this is so age, and this majority becomes smaller the forth*,-
JJÜ ,behl *•,,ot “be w”tb "™” *•“««■■*», .h,t it i, ,h, „,r,g,;

inserted here to that end. we can assert from the world of experience that the From this data mo

1

From this data____
number of people who actually practice giving all of people are on the same 

is probably less than one in and therefore the chances 
o,000,000, and that the chance of changing society

we may conclude that the hulk 
j physical and mental plane,HE law of chance, or the mathematical theory they possess to the poor

of probability, is little understood outside __________
those sciences, such as biology and statistics, by this means is therefore the 

where it is specifically applied; yet it is of 
importance to the general student of social prob
lems, because all policies and plans for 
generation are tacitly built on assumptions as to 
how mankind will act under given conditions. Many 
of the wild schemes floating in the intellectual at
mosphere of some of our Socialist, but much 
so in our religious, organisations, would never have 
gained the weight they have, had all their advo- 
1 a*ea been acquainted with the known laws of 
chance.

T are great that any move
ment in approximately the same way, that real pro-

Cmremenakmf T T ^ ^ **** orthtpeoTlr^^o^Zt

of changingTiciety by similar,^if le^drÎsLs'me'th" ChanCe ^ ^ when movements

enormous

social re-

E EESEHEzEte
experience, shows plainly that they will not do it. small. Ideas cannot necessarilv be put into oper" 

Again, some people place an undue importance ation because a minority believes in them ever if 
on the possibility of getting rich to realize the bene- that minority seize power. The limit of power of 
nt to mankind of the Socialist solution. In practice any governing class is 
the number of wealthy people who abandon the ideas thought. Lenin, 

are not uncertain as the and interests of their class to advocate the Socialist 
word chance might imply: under the requisite 
dirions they are

more

narrower than is usually 
wiser in compromise than -his dis-

eads is obviously one in two. If the coin bo one chance in a thousand of society being reorgan- 
tossed 50 times the chance that it will drop “heads” ized on Socialist lines if the movement were strictly 
is 25 rimes. In practice it would seldom fall confined to an appeal to the rich—an absurd pro-* live to 

heads exactly 25 times, but would tend to fall portion on which to base 
near that number. But if the coin were tossed 100,- 
00?) times, the number of times

The laws of chance
con

es

suggests that in actual organiza
tion a policy suited to the capacity of the majority 
on the upper side of the average, and strictly rela- 

eeonomie conditions which affect masses of 
If our policy people in the same way, is most likely to succeed, 

., , „ CTl baSed 0n,tbLnUmeri 6 aDCe glVCn above we whUe the ideal of a complete social revolution which

.m.l fraction the limitaof which can he f.ond ; q„a„,i,y, the working dm, for .hero arc 999 chanc- fheir ,ü, “Zr, ' ■ fT p
and if it were tossed 1,000,000 times the fraction es out of every 1,000 that the Soc-oÜst common-1 has done this by Us independent Socialist ^ "
would be so small that it could safely be neglected wealth wiH be brought about by the workers and ganda in edue.rion U hj b^Tm ,h "
without affecting the result to a perceptible degree, not by the wealthy. !0 *ful * , haS h™°me the
Hence, when we are dealing with millions of neo -m. v, „ powerful Socialist organization, while the clear-cut
pie, or their death rates, birth rates, measurements’ if w 7 T ”7 ” 7  ̂ °rganiMti°D8’ which thought more of exact
the law of chance will froely operate providing other f Th X u “ ”, * **“ qUallty doctrme and academic purity, are .till in the wUder-
nn'nditinns t a e 8 t*le rlc^ who leave their class has also to be taken# ness and likely to remain there \
conditions, Tsueh as freedom from bias, are present, into account.

a policy.

propa-
mn«t

f

szrtX~ ‘ ~ ::: rsstrrSSESïriî s™35SEHï::iï:"E“
sd5EE=EE5 BEÎEHHHEular number come to the top, and the iaw of chitnce ford a university education. Nevertheless, afted the m, re preaching of I phyVa* r^o-uZ
will freély operate; but if one side is weighted the making allowance for all this, the chance of Social- could never seriously influence many people. At the
re 8 W1 , e great y 8 ected- Hence, m such ism being realized by any force except that contain- same time history shows plainly that human action
matters as death rates, we shall find different bias ed naturally in the broad working class is not less is so interwoven with emotions tiiat pass ans can be
according to the poverty or wealth, housing con- remote; indeed, a partial reason for the presence of roused in masses of people and feLful va,, and
dirions trade, of the different districts. Allow- some of the middle-class brains (especially in the bloody revolutions can be accomplished
ance, therefore, has to be made. This however, does Labor Party)' is the fact that the greater Labor (Continued on 121 V
not prevent an almost exact knowledge of death movement can afford to pay for them.
being known in actual districts, and calculation* (2) What chance has a Socialist policy of
based on it are made by insurance companies. A feedingT We have to estimate the chance of
general idea of the law of chance

We can

suc-
a- ma^

_ can be obtained1 jority accepting ideas at present propounded by a
rom Professor Bowley’s introduction to Part II. minority, and what form they must take. First, let 

of his Statistics, and possibly the most readable us consider mass opinion. We shall find that there
oo on the subject in Venn’s Logic of Chance. is comparatively little difference in the outlook of

I now propose to apply the law of chance, in a the mass of the people. They approximate to a
general manner, to a few of the questions in whicli mean in matters physical and mental, only
the Socialist movement is interested. I do 
tend that exact measurements can he made, but in-i 
ductions can certainly be drawn from the data we 
have as to whether the chances are great or small, 
and when the chances of a thing succeeding are eryl 
great it is scientifically soimd to base a policy on it,
*nd when very small it would be ridiculous to act 
on a gambler’s hope of success. I will take a few 
headings.

“I

I). a rela
tively small number departing, to any extent, from, 
it. For example it can be shown that the vast 
jority of adult males do not deviate more than three 
or four inches from the mean height of 67% inches. 
In weight, though the curve is “skew,” there is a 
“mode” of 145 or 146 lbs. round which the bulk of

not pre-
ma-

ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WARweights range. In intellect the same result appears; 

An approximate measure of knowledge and intelliJ 
genee can be obtained by the number of marks stu-j 
dents obtain in an examination. Where the number1 
of examination entrants has been large enough to| 
enable the law of chance freely to operate, the num-1 
her of marks gained by each student has been tab
ulated, and the curve representing this invariably* 
conforms to a curve technically known as the curve' 
of errors, Le., there is a certain number of marks 
round which the bulk of students range, only a min
ority deviating to any serious extent from the aver-

illi?§
By PETER T. LEGKIE.(1) Can a church, or the rich, solve the social 

There is a widespread notion in theproblem f
churches that society can be saved by the individual 
practising Christianity. Obviously, if all practised 
the command, “Love they neighbor as thyself,” the 
social problem would cease to exist, everybody with 
two coats would impart to him that had none, and 
poverty would vanish. However much we respect 
the doctrines of the Nazarine, we are bound to real-*
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Faugh a Ballaugh ! - ••-"'iS

pOSSIBLY some readers on seeing the above precipitated the Great War, but as all of us now 
title will be reminded of Mark Twain’s courier know, that murder was merely the occasion but not 
whom he delegated to bring back a report on the Cause—which

(or selfishness). That certainly was the exper
ience and opinion of one of the world’s most pow
erful thinkers and action-stimulators—Robert B 
and he thus, in whimsically-regre-tfnl form, 
this fact :—

“I backward mused 
How I had spent my youthfu’ prime,

An* done nae-thing 
But stringin’ blethers up In rhyme.

For fools to sing.

man

mof the terrible
a continental European beauty spot, and who re- ■catastrophe from which the civilized world is still 
turned with an account heavily loaded with 
her of strange and incomprehensible words which he 
explained were sundry Zulu, Red Indian, etc., etc., 
terms that he had adopted through having noticed 
that it was considered fashionable to interlard such

was economn >yurns,
stateusuffering.a num-

By no means the least important of such 
ments is the Socialist. Indeed, so important and al
so so fascinating is it that its units are liable to for
get that they must not limit themselves solely to the 
movement—which is merely a means—but that they, 

literature in this way and that ; as these were the should get rid of it as soon as possible by rendering 
only non-English expressions at hia command,- he it unnecessary when the revolutionary objective has 
had been compelled to use them.

move- on waited time.

“Had I to gold advice but harklt, 
I might by thls'hae led a market. 
Or strutted in a bank an’ clarkitbeen accomplished. Whatever we take a pleasure

hi—the master-motive of all living beings-—tends to My cash account:
absorb onr activities and become an end in itself, in " While here> half mad, half fed. half-sarkit (half-ehirted)

Is a’ th’ amount.”

I-However, snch is not the “raison d’etre” (1) of 
the above, for it is a Hibernian phrase which, 
five Irish lady informs the writer should be

a na- accordance with that universal, subtle and insidious 
ti Bias of Happy Exercise, ’ ’ which the genius of the

nounced ‘Foch a Bolya,’ and means “Clear the Scottish race has long recognized and combatted 
Way!”

pro-
Of course, in subsequent verses, he showed that 

he had not wasted his time. n m
And where, as his bio- 

giaphy informs us, would Marx himself have “got 
off at had it not been for the financial assistance of 
his more practical and commercial friend Engels f 
What the latter

We use it with reference to the present with the pregnant and bitingly sarcastic remark, 
necessity for taking the first steps towards the So- ye’re daein’ fine!” And not only does dan-
cialist work of Reconstruction of Society. It is, be- ger an8e ^rom this source, but as each phase of the

Socialist movement tends to reflect itself insides, quite topical, because not only, as dealt with 
in another column, is March the month of the Paris 
Commune, but it also contains the famous “17th of

a spec
ial literature and literary organs, and official mouth
pieces, “economic determinism” consciously or sub
consciously inclines to produce a certain rivalry of 

Ireland,” or, in pther words, St. Patrick’s Day. And interests manifesting itself in
not alone is the month of breezes thus noteworthy, suppressions or half-suppressions of fact that still 
for it is also—as far as the astronomical calendar further create" confusion and disunity and postpone

the rapid achievement of whatjshould be the Social
ist’s unswerving purpose.

(fortunately!) able to do 
private individual, will be done far better 
future by Communist society.

Granted, as above said and as a human institu
tion that the more transient, 
troversial literary side of the socialist movement is 
somewhat vulnerable to certain regrettable disabil
ities, yet these are by no means 
terfere with its

was as a
in the

more or less harmful
aggressive and con-

■Tgoes—the first month of spring.
Now, as the poet reminds us, it is in spring that 

the fancies of the younger set lightly turn to 
thoughts of love. But what, though equally true, he 
does not aay is that all of us who have endured the

so serious as to in-
necessary and fruitful functions.

as a perfect cor-
Such being the case, it is worth while to note the Life, we are told, may be defined 

respondence with environment. If then we become, 
as Socialists, entirely shut off fronl every phase o^ 
Socialist activity, we will, so far as the movement id 
concerned, be as deed as a door nail. To avoid thid 
it is essential that we keep in touch with our Social
ist environment, not only by studying its various 
text books and general literature, but also—what ia 
just as, if not more

words of the American, Capt. Paxton Hibben, whom 
his military superiors took action against because 
of his activities for Russian recognition. Address- 

ngors of a genuinely cold winter, emerge therefrom ing a meeting recently in New York Labor Temple, 
in spring with our bodily condition more or less de- he said that “A revolution means no more than a
teiorated and run down. In some, these disturb- ground-clearing; an opportunity to create. If those

who have achieved revolution are unable to build 
anew or unwilling to create where they have de
stroyed, the fruits of revolution may be lost in great 
part. ’ ’

anees result in boils ! As medical science informs us 
a boil generally arises from a movement to eject 
poisons out of the system and, when properly under
stood, such movements afford material for admira
tion and wonderment, because they are the move
ments of an army ! It ia not, however, an army of

important—by subscribing for 
its various journals which record the E

progress and
nature of current events. Therefore, as the very 

Doubtless, it is a recognition of the practical- *east one can do, never let your subs, to Socialist
value of work as opposed to mere speculation that PaP«rs run out—if you can possibly avoid it. And
has, on this comparatively New Continent, placed by the same token, see that 

men; it is not even, though snch might be-expected, the “good worker” and pioneer upon the honorable Socialist fellows from the dead
a Red army. It is an army whose units are White pedestal they now occupy as compared with the “in-

Science, too, appears to support that
As many may be aware, the red color of the blood ver^et- f°r Dr. Adolf Meyer tells us that “thought Some people have curious ideas about Révolu-

at its very best is only a link in a chain of events1 tion; they seem to think it is always an act of bloott- 
leading up to some final achievement. Its real and! thirsty vengeance. It is not. As Com. Harrington,

. lasting fulfilment is found only in action. Janet recently pointed out, the spectacular and “movie"!
=>ma or proportion of another and larger kind called has constructed an interesting hierarchy of mental features of a revolution are merely the trappings! 
ihe white blood corpuscles. The duties of the lat- functions. His study of phychasthenia (mental de- and the suits of conflicts, the garb in which they are
ter are to march against and, if possible, defeat any bility) brings him to the convictibn that complete arrayed, the moral image of a material fact. A1
poisonous elements whose presence in the blood aet*®n “ the moat difficult and highest function. I clergyman lately asserted, in his Burns’ supper ad-

am tempted to add (continues the Dr.) that complet- dress, that the British Labor Government was due
them. The discharges from . boil are, therefore no- aCti<>n 18 &nt ev*ntial for re8t and f°r be- to the increasing appreciation of those truly relig-l
,v- . „ , . ’ , glnnlng aomethmK new..........It is lamentable to hear ious qualities of Service and Sympathy with which!
thing more than the corpses from a gathering of youngsters, encouraged by their elders, refuse to do that poet was so deeply imbued. The “ man of God”’ 
the clans of these useful and intrepid white war- certain things because they already know how to do was wrong in thus accounting for the British work 
nors who have so nobly and willingly given up their them. When doing things becomes less attractive ingman’s change of allegiance from Sport 
lives for the protection of their master or mistress, than knowing things, an avenue for disappointment uality—that resulted from conditions 
mit although all this must arouse our admiration if not for failure, has been opened before the pupil.” Unemployment. Indeed, in a state of society that! 
and gratitude, still it does not alter the fact that, in It is one of the most damning features of this cap- fosters anti social “trade secrets” and a life typical! C^) |g
itself, s boil is anything but a pleasant thing to suf- italist system, especially in these days of its ad- of the jungle, religion has the ' 3
fer from so.far as the victim is concerned. Hence

you raise your non- 
and make them/ 

born again by similarly bringing them into touch 
with “the living Marx!”tellectuala. ’ ’blood corpuscles.

ia due to the presence therein of minute bodies called 
the red corpuscles. But the blood also contains a ?

i
3threatens the welfare of the organism that houses
■-3

to Spirit-i 
of chronic,'. •VEM

same chance of exist-
vanced decay, that however much one may be will- ing as permanent and secure employment, peace or 

the picturesque slang expression for annoyance is, ing to or actually does work, the opportunity to labor business stability. For those, we require the Social 
that someone feels aa sore as a boil ! In short, for adequate recompense therefor, fails of material- Revolution that rremoves the obstacles which standitherefore, and without any high faintin’ nonsense, iRation

FFPeep mmmië
distrem and mmmec to an,’ or all sections of the com- ifclimi (and urine,»,) it m, therefore, not surpris- volve, the better; for it is not “movemeT’ru2 
munity, various move-meets arme to expel the nuis- mg that most thinkers should suffer both from their literary or official reflexes that are wanted, but

—-sœrcrjî.ra trifling infection through a slight surface eut may persecution have ever been the lot of the mental in- omic class war "movement” wiU have as little 
■enre to precnUt, a bod that -timHy rem.lt, f«,m nov.to, and action-prober. Their “t«de,” id chance or need to exist a. h« a boil upon the ^ 

a deeper general «Parity of the system ; so is it fact, might well be classed amongst the “ dangerous of the body of a perfectly clean and sound iudivid- O' 
with society. It was the Sarajevo assassination that occupations ’’—it ia difficult to serve God and Mam- ual. *<PROGRESS ” ^ -

in their way.
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zations was elected by the National Guard, and on 
the 3rd March the National Guard refused to ac
cept a Bonapartiat General, d’Aurelles, as their 
chief. The National Assembly, which had been sit
ting at Bordeaux made Versailles the Capital of 
1 ranee on March 10th. Anyone who has noted the 
indignation which follows the removal of a fishery 
department with half a dozen clerks from one town 
to another on this continent can appreciate the feel
ing excited in Paris by such a drastic act. Every1 
petty pedlar and every large land owner felt the 
" 0ldd tip on its axis. The annual mob of politicians 
and heelers which assemble to make the laws of a 
country, are not only in themselves good spenders 
but they are the magnets which draw many others 
who seek privilege and profit at the head spring of 
law and order, and who find, in pursuit of their 
lawful occasion—as the prayer book has it—a need 
to be lavish.

Paris had scarcely recovered from this shock 
when she was staggered by the announcement that 
the moratorium, in effect during the siege, would, 
erfmo to an end on March 13th.

ARTICLE TWENTY-THREE
THE PARIS COMMUNE.

He declared that the leaders were too visionary and 
entirely controlled by impossible ideals. Whe^ 
faced with a practical problem they sailed clear 
i. into the air. And in his opinion the workersl 
lacked intelligence or, at any rate, displayed but 
little; for an intelligent working class could easily 
effect their emancipation. He was bitter in hii 
jibes at the monkey stunts of the officials in gold lace 
and Red Sash. Rossel, who succeededTiim as Min- 
ister of War, especial y incurred his resentment for 
his love of dress and parade, though he freely adi 
mired his ability and courage. But he frankly 
tested that Communal ism and not Communism 
his reason for combatting Thiers and his 
ment.

(Part L) overwHILE Moltke was talking to de Wumpple in 
the style of a drill sergeant, Paris 
and the Second Empire departed with the 

Empress Eugenie in 
the Parisians had illuminated the

rose,

closed hack. By the time
streets and had 

become fairly soused with Freedom, the Hun was at 
the gate. We pass over the harrowing details of the 
seige, which offers us, in our present investigation pro*
little of compelling interest,
very fine rhetoric on the gastronomic virtues of such 
dishes

waaexcept prehaps, some
govern-

And this precisely was the reason the vase 
majority went into the fight. Oceassionally, around 
the 18th of March, some rattletrap revolutionist full 
of goo^ intentions and false information undertakes^ 
to rave about this epochal event, in which the hoped 
of a historical mouther combine with the ignora 
of a rotarian to make the Paris Commune a clasd 
conscious effort to establish

o
consomme of bald rat, stewed elephant 

in the mud, baked leg of mule aux grateful, and 
but for our rooted objections to interjecting reforms 
into a revolutionary document, 
some delicious bills of fare, and give recipes where 
by indigent idlers might weather the industrial de
pression very nicely. Rats and mice

as
ears

we might recite
nee

communism. The doc- 
uments left by the Central Committee, the Proclam-, 
ations of the Commune, the writings of the
chiefs

are plentiful
enough and the bones of cattle may be had for the 
labor of carrying away. We suspect however that 
in this ease hunger was good

These measures have but little bearing on work
ing class Paris, True, some inconvenience would 
arise, but not more than they were habituated to 
and which, while annoying, were matters of toe 
frequent occurrence to create any great disturbance 
among the workers.

prove the exact opposite. So far ,we
have shown briefly that the people of Paris, 
far from seeking a revolution, were goaded 
of I aria, far from seeking a revolution, were goaded) 
b} a series of unbearable affronts and outrageous! 
betrayals into taking up arms against a usurping 
government which had no more legal right to rule 
than had the Central Committee. And all they ask-* 
ed was, the right to manage their own affairs, whicR 
London and Manchester possessed. Even Milliere^ 
who sets forth the class nature of society and the 
evolutionary basis of history on that principle, and 
declares that the proletariat alone could save* civiliz-1 
ation, demands the Communal Council.

“Hence,” he says, “the difficulties of the Com-> 
munal Council. We have to face the questions ofl 
the organization of the Commune under the most un
favorable conditions possible, which make a good 
solution unattainable. Influenced by political preoc-J 
cupations of the Government's enmity to Paris men’s 
minds are not disposed to establish justly the prin-i 
ciples of natural right which should regulate the re-! 
lations of the Commune, a social unit, and the 
Nation,

sauce. However we 
noted some time back that in 1864 the International 
was organized and ere the armies left for the slaugh
ter, communication passed between the proletariat 
of both countries in which the sentiment of brother
hood and fraternity was expressed, and in the cafe 
de la Renaissance, where Regault, Longuet, and 
many others were to head the Commune 
ed in 1866, at a committee meeting of the Interna
tionalists.

But to the bourgeois they 
meant positive and immediate ruin. Paris decap.'tc.- 
ised meant ruin in the future. To be compelled, after 
suffering a five month siege, to meet commercial 
bills and rents with three days’ notice meant im
mediate bankruptcy. The government was keenly 
alive to the possibility of trouble and sought to dis- 
arm the National Guard. _So on the morning of 
March 18th the cannon was siezed, but before they 
could be removed some women, up before the sun. 
much before, approached the troops and held them 
in conversation until the alarm was sounded. This 
was the last straw. The National Guard had 
chased the cannon with their own money ; they1 
had refused to deliver them up to Bismarck, and1 
after jhe many treasons, stratageons and spoils of 
Thiers, Favre and Co., Paris was justified in en
tertaining suspicious of treachery when

dABtrnTT or,,i . -, .. preparing to ment attempted to remove these cannon by stealthy
d“,"Vnd B,f„. g„i„g into U., struggle between P.rig
ever. t is the standard of traitors and chameleons and Versailles it will be well to survey the leading*
.... It is the counter revolution.” The follow- characters of the Commune and their motives and 

ing day the last army of France surrendered at principles. Louis Blanqui, a republican of fierce» and 
Metz, and for a time the bourgeois government was uncomPri*ing spirit, with a pronounced class 
in danger of being overthrown. The Hotel de Ville viewPoint> preached the class struggle in 
was surrounded by an angry populace, and Jules and ont- “Twenty-four hours is sufficient time to 
Favre himself has stated that “on the 31st Oct the reV°lut*°n’ ™ 1,18 Philosophy. He
Parisian population, from highest to lowest was pW!ted *7^ °! boar»eouiie and- durinK the
absolutely opposed to us. Everybody thought we ”*** , ^ “* 7 ****? 1848’ hlS V0,Cel
deserved to be dismissed ” always raised against the conflicting trust with

But there was no alternative force strong enough **"7“ 5

f take action, and the bourgeois members were per- Lv7„,v*nto C ^ * T T, Written in the losing days of the Commune
mitted to govern Paris. The multitude were united JpVï7“7 1, . “ ”*** thi8 8l,ffic,entl-v shows the real nature of the revolt,
against the usurping government, but hostilely di- protest* Ltrinrt «rZZL M ZÏ °f 7™’ “ 7 “ ^ bourSeois writers have it, the sinister
nded against any alternative one. They were not writers “saw the sinister figure of tT®* of Blanqui, shirked in the background, and
entitled by any law to administer affairs ®,n*ter of Blanqui slinking Paris, armed and victorious,
seized upon power by oirtne of « popular demoastnn “J^ P’*" "***•« '« so„, U. ptii,,. ,he
tion against the Empire on the Fall of Sedan and the flnenee A h vL *nyfDe °f hl8 lnJ Cla88’ wlth 1 e,earer insight into its fate than the
surrender of Napoleon to the Prussian 2ng ^TomParT^T*”t T”1"11^ TT8 ™ d~‘ded bl<* » out in blood.

The farce of defending Paris continued to the “ kePt confined. The Commune But we have been
exasperation of every class in the beleaguered city. Thiers refused^ °*t*Ke8 °r hlS Smgle relea8e- bllt 77 we consider necessary to an understanding of 
And when the elections on February 8th returned a -, .. the Commune, that we must ask for another issue to
rural majority of distinct monarchist views, Paris , * Tv 7 7 Revolution was above the object: deal with the events,
and other large towns were furious. As the citizens «7 xmlnow” fnture Provide its own midwives;

P-™ had been lead in a «ries of fruitless and 7 d<y“ tbe *7 thereof- Whafi
gr quite evidently deliberately bungled sorties, it be 7 7® pl‘yed’ Wlth Revolution!
V <*»« plain even to the mort conning Z ^y were '«*"***« ™ Pam, we cannot my, but his foU 
Bv h«Bg fooled, and when the government eapitu- °WCT* pUved 1 eorry 0De’ nor were ^7 very num- 

, lated, it brought all classes together in a patriotic er°°*’ 
swelter of entbuSistic madness.

Feb- 24 * Ceetr«6 Committee from all

were arreet-

There was also Blanqui, who thundered revolu
tion in his “The Country in Danger.” On Oct. 30,
six weeks after the fall of the Empire, he wrote of 
the bourgeois government which had seized power 

- ■ • “1792 saved the Revolution and founded the 
Republic ; the Hotel de Ville is destroying it. Its 
auxiliaries are all the monarchists fcho bawl ‘Long 
live the Republie’ after they have destroyed and 
proscribed it for twenty years, while

pur-

1

a govern-1

political unit; and by the mere force ofi 
circumstances the Communal Council has to have 
unwilling recourse to measures which in ordinary* 
times would be outside its sphere of action. . Either1 
the \ ersaillese Government mast be induced to 
recognize and sanction by law the rights of the 
Commune or the antagonism must be stopped by the 
substitution of the present Assembly whose particu
lar mandate has practically expired of a Constituent 
Assemble whose mission will be to establish the basis 
of political and administrative organization in 
1 ranee on strong republican and municipal insti
tutions. ’ ’
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8. P. of 0. Local Calgary, No. 86 .i
< Economics Class held every Tuesday, 8 pm.

LI use ret perhaps beat represents the! History Class held every Friday, 8 pm.
opinion and motives of the majority and also, ad Both at Headquarters, 134a 9th Are. West
ar as we are able to judge, had the dearest insight Propaganda Meetings every Sunday at 8 pm. at 

into the problems which confronted the Commune, Empress Theatre, Calgary.
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(Continued from page 5) access in order to live. And finally centralix- observe one esteemed contemporary displaying mast-

go further and say that economic conditions will of- Qf capiul will heye proceeded to that point head signals for subs, and seductively offering one a
ten force revolution»-, that, given conditions of star- where ag ^lrI says: “Centralization of the means choice of 15 strawberry plants, a village blac 
ration sufficiently acute, the chances of revolt are of production and socialization of labor at last reach smith' butcher knifes 12 bulbs or an account oo 

to be almost certain. If unemployment that point where they become incompatible with These, says the journal, are t e re er s rewar .
This integument id Now our reward offerings are contained in the qual

ity of the reading matter in these columns. Every
one a prize-winner—who subscribes. That’s all you 
Lave to do—to subscribe. Simple. Help distribute

And while you

so great as
in Great Britain were sufficiently widespi cad an«| their capitalist integument

i * t / hurst asunder. The expropriators are expropn-unrelieved by maintenance grants, revolution would ^ „_then ^ bg ^ time when the work.ng

almost certainly come whether Mr. Lloyd George eij ghaU have achieved its historic mission: the
Mr. Arthur Henderson were in power. But 1 wouldj cmancipation of the world from divisions and coni 

remind those who desire a physical force revolution nicts in the enjoyment of the full social product
the cf their labor all the people of the world will enter health.

issue:

the prizes by getting more readers, 
are at it see that your own sub. is not in delicate 

These robust ones are registered since last
that all human experience shows that, as
government compromised and granted large enough upon

(I refer strictly to English conditions), the and
stitutions will prevail

soou as
exalted plane of thought an<^ conduct, 

a higher civilization with its accompanying in-
a more Following, $1 each—G. P. Craig, ‘F. C., C. F. 

Orchard. J. R. Larson, W. K. Bryce, A W. So wry,
M. W. Smith, Hy. Doach. F. Donohue, R. Watt, M- 

Goodie.
Following, $2 each: W. Woolridge, 9. V. alisco, 

io. Aspden, W. J. Kennedy.
'Frisco Labor College (per J. K.), $9.60; R. Heil- • 
ger, $3; F. W. Moore, 25 cents; T. A. Lessey, 50 

nts ; D. J. Sullivan, 25 cents.
Above, Clarion subs received from February 29, 

arch 13, inelusive^-total, $32.60.

doles
chance that the back of the revolution would be JOHN LOHEIT.
broken would be great ; that the traditional leader*

(Trade Union leaders, local councillors, parsons,
a reflex remembermiddle-class “sympathizers’’), 

of the normal mass intelligence, would throw theit 
whole weight for law and order after the compro- 

made; and that the chance of a min<*ity*

"

Ï mise was
even gaining power by revolution among such a 
nation of compromisers would be so slight as not td 
be worth serious consideration, 
evolving a reorganised society by stabilizing 
ditions at every stage in its growth, and manipulai 
ing a solution to every grievance such that its appli-l 
cation will lead clearly in the direction of 
operative commonwealth, and at the same time sat
isfying the masses immediately so as to establish a 
bond of intellectual sympathy between them and the 
Socialist ideal—the chance of this is obviously much 
greater than that of a whole people, unprepared 
and undeveloped, accepting suddenly a brand new* 
Soviet Socialist Republic at the distatorship of a 
minority, even if that minority performed the near
ly impossible task of seizing power.

Whatever policy any party adopts it is always 
baaed tacitly on the chance of its success, hence thd 
laws of ehanee, the certainty or uncertainty of their 
operation, ought to be consciously analysed.

h’ -

The chance ofi
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conditions in civilized society seem to indicate the( 
imminence of a mighty, a fundamentally revolution
ary change. The precursors of that change are al
ready in existence. They appeared with the coming 
of the machine age. The age-long struggle of the 
classes, has not only resched s positive degree of 
intensity, but on the part of the workers has taken 
on at least a semblance of being intelligently di->
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And so we must come to the conclusion that ma ;
terialism has been the dynamic or ^

“God” has never taken a iin human history, 
live part in shaping the destinies of man, and 
therefore eliminated as a factor. A thousand te 

have swept the hçavens, looking billions
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ft- ( scopes
miles into space without finding any trace 
“Creation” as far as we know had no be)
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PLATFORM

Socialist Party of 
Canada

Wfe. the Sodallat Party of Canada affirm our alleg
iance to, and support of the principles and programme 
of the revolutionary working class.

Labor, applied to natural resource», produces all 
wealth. The present economic etystem la baaed upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently. all the products of labor belong to the eapttal- 

The capitalist la. therefore, master; the1st class, 
worker a slave.

So long aa the capitalist class remains In 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend it» property rights hi 
th «means of wealth prod action and lta control ef the 
prodact of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist an ever- 
swelling stream of profita, and to the worker, an ever 
Increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The interest of the working class lies In «eiting 
itself free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wage system, under which this exploitation, si 
the point of production. Is cloaked. To 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist pro

of wealth production Into socially 
forces.

party In the means 
controlled economic

The Irrepressible conflict of Interest between the 
and the worker necessarily expresses ttaelfcapitalist

as a i 
Class Struggle.

purpose of setting up and enforcing the economic

struggle for political supremacy.

l_9Ua transformation. sa rapidly as posMhl» 
of capitalist property In the means of 
wealth production (natural resources, factor- 
i— ndna, radroada, etc.) Into collective 

of production
j The frf-"***Ben and imTUjdiimt of 

try by the working claaa 
S—Tlw t, as speedily as

■ssr-of
■ :i j.

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA

. PROPAGANDA 
MEETINGS

EVERY SUNDAY -
THEATRE ROYAL

SUNDAY, MARCH 16. 

Speaker: J. HARRINGTON.

Subject: “The Paris Commune”

AU meetings at 8 p-m. 
Qaagtiona.
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